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This project has received funding from the European Union’s 
Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under 

the Marie Skłodowska-Curie grant agreement No 765057. 

 

APPLICATION FORM Marie Skłodowska-Curie ESR position in SAFERUP ITN 

The undersigned (surname and first name) ____________________________________________ 

Born in ______________________________ (____________) in__________________________ 

   city                Country 

Address  ___________________________________ Post code ____________________________  

City, Country 

Telephone (optional) _______/ _____________;  e-mail address _________________________  

IS APPLYING FOR 

the competition for the awarding of 1 fellowship for research and training programmes to be carried 

out at University College London with reference to the call of Early Stage Researcher – ITN 

SAFERUP. 

THE UNDERSIGNED HEREBY DECLARES UNDER HIS/HER OWN RESPONSIBILTY: 

- current citizenship (specify) _______________________________________________________; 

- current place of residence (specify) __________________________________________________; 

- not to have been convicted for criminal offences (otherwise, indicate which _________________); 

- to have been awarded a degree in __________________________________________________ 

at the University of ________________________________________ on 

(date)_________________ title of the thesis: ___________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________ under the supervision of Professor (surname and first 

name) _____________________________________ granting access to doctorate studies. 

- not to hold a Doctoral (PhD) degree. 

- starting at the date of obtaining the above-mentioned degree, to be in the first 4 years (full-time 

equivalent*) of my research career. 

* full-time equivalent means the research experience measured from the date when the above-mentioned degree 

granting access to doctoral studies was obtained (irrespective of whether or not a doctorate is or was ever envisaged). 

Any periods of part-time activity in research should be translated into full-time experience (e.g. 3 years half time = 

1,5 years full-time). Please note that the applicant may be asked to produce evidence of this experience at any stage. 

- not have resided and not have carried out my main activity (work, studies, etc.) in the United 

Kingdom for more than 12 months in the 3 years immediately prior to the recruitment date (October 

1, 2018) 

List of main activities and location before October 1, 2018**:  

 

From To Country, town Activity 
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This project has received funding from the European Union’s 
Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under 

the Marie Skłodowska-Curie grant agreement No 765057. 

**The candidate shall complete the table indicating, under his/her sole responsibility, the reference dates, the place of 

activity (town and country where the candidate was ‘physically’ in the place) and the activity carried out during the 
previous 3 years. 

 

I hereby acknowledge that the SAFERUP ITN Selection Committee will consider the diploma 

submitted for the sole purpose of possible selection for the opening in question, and that I may be 

required at a later stage to provide an official authenticated translation of the documents testifying 

to my qualifications, should this be required by the national law of the Host Institution. 

 

I further confirm that all communications regarding the competition should be sent to the following 

e-mail address:__________________________________________________________________. I 

undertake to communicate promptly any change of address. 

I HEREBY ENCLOSE THE FOLLOWING DOCUMENTS REQUIRED FOR THE 

APPLICATION:  

 Curriculum vitae in English. 

 Letter of motivation with focus on the research topic and including the expectations related to 

the candidate role in the project, his/her commitment to training and research and the 

perspectives towards being supervised (in English). 

 Copy of undergraduate certificates (including grades and university courses): 

 Abstract of the Final Dissertation (Thesis) in English (1 page maximum). 

 N. ______ scientific publication(s) or similar 

 At least two reference letters with contact details (in English). 

 

 

_____________________      ______________________ 

         (Place and Date)                        (Candidate’s Signature) 
 

For more details on the eligibility criteria, please refer to the following link to the EC website: 

http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/other/guides_for_applicants/h2020-guide-

appl-msca-itn_en.pdf  
 

http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/other/guides_for_applicants/h2020-guide-appl-msca-itn_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/other/guides_for_applicants/h2020-guide-appl-msca-itn_en.pdf


  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
APPENDIX I 

 

Information to be provided by CV applicants                                       

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE LONDON 
 

To be completed by all those submitting a CV in application for a post with University College London. 
Our equal opportunities policy includes the provision that in recruitment, the only consideration must be 
that the individual meets or is likely to meet the genuine requirements of the job.  No one will be 
discriminated against on the basis of sex, age, race, colour, ethnic origin, physical disability, marital 
status, sexual orientation, caring or parental responsibilities, or belief on any matters including religion 
and politics. 
 
Please complete this form in black ink/biro or by typing or an audio file. 
Application for the position of: 
 
Department:     Ref No or Job Code: 
 
Surname:     Title:    
 
Other Name(s):    Preferred Forename: 
 
Address:     Telephone numbers and email address  
      where we may contact you 
 
      Work tel:  
      Home tel:  
      Email: 
 
 
PERSONAL INFORMATION 
 
Do you require permission / a Certificate of Sponsorship to take up employment 
in the UK? (Immigration Asylum and Nationality Act 2006 and UK Visas and 
Immigration rules – see UKVI website.)  
 

Yes/No 
 

Are you a Croatian National? (See: https://www.gov.uk/croatian-national for 
information) 

 
Yes/No 

Do you have any 'unspent' convictions or pending prosecutions? 
If yes, please provide details: 
 
 

Yes/No 

If the post you are applying for is 'exempt' from the Rehabilitation of Offenders 
Act 1974, please answer the following question. 
 
Do you have any convictions, cautions, reprimands or final warnings that are not 
"protected" as defined by the Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974 (Exceptions) 
Order 1975 (as amended)? 
 
The amendments to the Exceptions Order 1975 provide that certain spent 
convictions and cautions are 'protected' and are not subject to disclosure to 
employers, and cannot be taken into account. 
 
Guidance and criteria on the filtering of these cautions and convictions can be 
found on the Disclosure and Barring Service website. 
 

 
 
 
Yes/No 
 
If yes, 
please 
provide 
details: 

Do you have a Personal Relationship with any member of staff or                          Yes/No 
student at UCL? 
 
If so, please give details: 

https://www.gov.uk/tier-2-general
https://www.gov.uk/croatian-national
https://www.gov.uk/exoffenders-and-employment
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/hr/docs/criminal_record.php
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/disclosure-and-barring-service-filtering


                                                                                                     
                                          
 
See http://www.ucl.ac.uk/hr/docs/personal_relationships.php for more details 
 
 
Where did you see this vacancy advertised?  
 
 
 
Current or former UCL staff/students please enter your UPI number if known: 
 
 
 
To the best of my knowledge the answers given to the questions contained in this application and 
all statements made are true and accurate.  Any falsification may be considered sufficient cause 
for rejection or, if employed, dismissal. 
 
 
Signature of Applicant.............................................................Date............... 
 

http://www.ucl.ac.uk/hr/docs/personal_relationships.php


 
Retention of Information 
 
Records of all unsuccessful applications will be kept by UCL for a period of 12 months from the date that an 
appointment decision is notified, together with brief notes. This information is kept for monitoring purposes, as 
evidence should a claim of unlawful discrimination be made against UCL and is a requirement of central 
government in the event that the person appointed to the position originates from outside the European Economic 
Area, and a Certificate of Sponsorship is required by the Home Office. 
 
 
 
Office use only 
 
Applicant meets person specification criteria     Yes/No 
 
 
Invite for first interview        Yes/No 
 
 
Invite for second interview       Yes/No 
 
 
 
 
Reasons if applicant is not selected for interview or not successful at final interview (date and sign): 



Applicant Nº:       
CONFIDENTIAL 

EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES CLASSIFICATION FORM 
University College London has a commitment to ensuring that staff are appointed, and promoted on the basis of 
merit, regardless of ethnic origin, sex or disability, sexual orientation, race, colour,  nationality (within current 
legislation), marital status, caring or parental responsibilities, age, or beliefs on matters such as religion and politics. 
 
Monitoring enables us to see what is happening in practice, to assess the impact of our equal opportunities policy 
and its implementation, to set any targets for improvements, and measure  progress. To enable us to do this, and to 
make the exercise successful, we rely on the following details. 
 
On receipt, this form will be separated from your application form/CV.  The information provided will be treated in 
the strictest confidence and will only be used for the purposes of monitoring.  Thank you for your co-operation. 

  

Name       Job Title/Ref. Nº       
Please complete all 8 sections:   

      
 1. Ethnic Group 2. Sex 
      
  A White   Male  Female 

   British   
      
   Irish 3. Nationality 
      
   Any other White background         
      
  B Mixed Race  

4. 
Are you disabled or do you have an impairment or 
medical condition? (Please also complete Section 
7) 

   White and Black Caribbean   
      
   White and Black African  Yes   
      
   White and Asian  No 
       
   Any other Mixed Race background  (Examples of a ‘condition’ may include impairment 

of senses, co-ordination, memory, mobility, 
learning, health or well being.) C Asian or Asian British 

   Indian 5. Date of birth               

   Pakistani   
     
   Bangladeshi 6. Religious Belief 
      
   Any other Asian background  Do you have a religion? Yes   

      No   

     If yes, please confirm your religion: 
      
     Buddhist   

 D Black or Black British   Christian 
  Caribbean   Hindu   

        
  African   Jewish   
        
  Any other Black background   Muslim   
     Sikh   

 E Chinese   Other  

  Chinese   Please specify   
        

 F 
 

 

Other Ethnic Group 
Any other background 
 
 
 

  
7. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Prefer Not to Say 
Sexual Orientation  
Gay man 
Gay woman / Lesbian 
Any other background 
Heterosexual / Straight 
Other 
Please specify: 
Prefer not to say 
 

 
 
 
 

 



 

 

REHABILITATION OF OFFENDERS ACT 1974 (AMENDED) 

 

The Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974 is intended to ensure that a person convicted of a criminal offence 
(whether in Great Britain or abroad), not involving a custodial sentence of more than 48 months who has not since 
re-offended for a specified period of time (a rehabilitation period) related to the severity of their sentence is treated 
as if the offence, conviction and sentence had never occurred. 
 
Custodial sentences of more than 48 months put an individual concerned outside the scope of the Act.  Such 
convictions can never therefore become spent. 
 
(Offenders Rehabilitation Act 2014) 

Exempted professions NOT covered by The Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974 are:- 
 

 Medical practitioner 

 Barrister (in England and Wales), advocate (in Scotland), solicitor; 

 Chartered accountant, certified accountant; 

 Dentist, dental hygienist, dental auxiliary; 

 Veterinary surgeon; 

 Nurse, midwife; 

 Ophthalmic optician, dispensing optician; 

 Pharmaceutical chemist; 

 Registered teacher (in Scotland); 

 Any profession to which the Professions Supplementary to Medicine Act 1960 applies and 
which is undertaken following registration under the Act 

 
Rehabilitation periods for certain types of sentence/disposal under the 1974 Act (as amended) 

8. Are you disabled or do you have any condition that may require adjustments to your work or working 
environment? (Examples of a ‘condition’ may include impairment of senses, co-ordination, memory, 
mobility, learning, health or wellbeing.) 
 
Please indicate which of the following apply. 
 

 Not disabled (00) 
 

 Specific learning disability (such as dyslexia or dyspraxia) (51) 
 

 General learning disability (such as Down’s syndrome) (52) 
 

 Cognitive impairment (such as autistic spectrum disorder or resulting from head injury) (53) 
 

 Long-standing illness or health condition (such as cancer, HIV, diabetes, chronic heart 
disease, or epilepsy) (54) 
 

 Mental health condition (such as depression or schizophrenia) (55) 
 

 Physical impairment or mobility issues (such as difficulty using arms or using a wheelchair or 
crutches) (56) 
 

 Deaf or serious hearing impairment (57) 
 

 Blind or serious visual impairment (58) 
 

 Other type of disability (96) 
 

 Prefer not to say (97) 
 

 (If a disability has been selected, you will be contacted by UCL’s Occupational Health Service to give 
you the opportunity to discuss your requirements and to advise your manager of any reasonable 
adjustments that are needed) 
 

  



Sentence/disposal 

Rehabilitation period if aged  

18 or over when  

convicted/disposal  

administered 

Rehabilitation period if aged  

under 18 when  

convicted/disposal  

administered 

A custodial sentence of over 48 

months 

Never spent 

A custodial sentence of over 30 

months but not exceeding 48 

months 

7 years from the date on which  

the sentence (including any  

licence period) is completed) 

42 months from the date on  

which the sentence (including  

any licence period) is  

completed) 

A custodial sentence of over 6 

months but not exceeding 30 

months 

48 months from the date on  

which the sentence (including  

any licence period) is  

completed) 

24 months from the date on  

which the sentence (including  

any licence period) is  

completed) 

A custodial sentence of up to 6 

months 

24 months from the date on  

which the sentence (including  

any licence period) is  

completed) 

18 months from the date on  

which the sentence (including  

any licence period) is  

completed) 

Fine 

12 months from the date of the  

conviction in respect of which  

the fine was imposed 

6 months from the date of the  

conviction in respect of which  

the fine was imposed 

Community order 
12 months from the last day on  

which the order has effect 

6 months from the last day on  

which the order has effect 

Conditional caution 
3 months from the date on which the caution was given, or (if  

earlier) when the caution ceases to have effect 

Simple caution, youth caution Spent immediately 

Compensation order On the discharge of the order (i.e. when it is paid in full) 

 
 


